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Abstract:
Security is becoming a critical part of organizational information systems. The detection of attacks against
computer networks is becoming a harder problem to solve in the field of Network security. Intrusion Detection is
an essential mechanism to protect computer systems from many attacks. The success of an intrusion detection
system depends on the selection of the appropriate features in detecting the intrusion activity.
The objective of the paper is to search, identify and block an unauthorized access into the organizational
networks by any means. Ethernet, WiFi and Thin Client System is considered with probable genetic solutions. A new
architecture is proposed to control data packets at different levels to ensure the network security. Devices are
placed based on the scale of security and accessibilities supporting multicore network. Being the network is
hidden it is difficult to trace any node for attack. Packet Filtering Bridge (PFB) followed by firewall and tool like
MRTG (Multi Route Traffics Grapher) enables to trace and block unauthorized data packets,
without affecting the Local Area Network (LAN)/Wide Area Network (WAN) architecture.
Keywords: Multi Route Traffic Grapher, LAN,
I. Introduction
WAN, PFB.
Network Security is the ability to protect a computer system and its resources with respect to confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. Various protocols, firewalls are in existence to protect these systems from computer threats. Intrusion is a type of
cyber attack that attempts to bypass the security mechanism of a computer system. Such an attacker can be an outsider who
attempts to access the system, or an insider who attempts to gain and misuse non-authorized privileges. Intelligent network
management is a contribution of both System Administrator and End Terminal Users, which goes as continuous
project. Assuming a LAN or WAN with 500 plus terminals and different LANs which include wired connection, wireless
connection (WiFi), or any other hot spot system is included in the network.
As a network manager, it is a prime necessity to understand the network configuration thoroughly. Each networking
device including Gateway, Router, Switches, LAN cable and Network Interface Card (NIC), plays a vital role in the layered
network management. The next job shall be deploying policies as per the designed groups which include students, staff,
manager, syste m administrator, faculties and so on. Client terminals do not be neglected at the same time, as they are the
subways through which attack into the network is possible. They basically require application software’s installed on the
stable operating system, a regular updates for antivirus definition and continuous system maintenance is a must. With a
multi core architectural support and assigned security policies at operating system, application software(s), system
authentication, data encryption, and rout ing through NIC card help to trace the unidentified node within the network in a
short span of time.
II. Major Network Categories (Ethernet, WiFi & Thin Client Support)

Fig1 (Types of Local Area Networks) Source: CISCO Netw
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B. Wireless LAN (WiFi)
It works basically with radio waves and with wavelength in electromagnetic spectrum (300 GHZ- 3KHZ and
wavelength 1mm
– 100km) that travels with the speed of light. As per the above fig-1, category 2 can be extended for wifi connectivity
with proper configuration and security levels in the network. The major issue faced by the administrator is hacking into
the network and that can overcome by selecting, enabling, configuring and updating a firewall to its latest. Once done,
the router/terminal needs to send the updates to the control system instantly. On the second layer, Media Access Control
(MAC) filtering should be enabled on the control system with unique Service Set Identifier (SSID). It is a responsibility
of the administrator to setup the WiFi component with enabled Wireless Protected Access (WPA) / WPA2 for better
security.
C. Thin Client System
No organization likes to make an old terminal redundant on purchase of new slot, rather they may be utilized to design a
thin client (Category 3 in fig-1). The LAN comprises of smart/ dumb terminals connected to the server/control system,
which has concerned setup. The user terminal is allowed to boot through LAN, gains a dynamic IP address and
an option to select operating system. As an authorized user, the server shares resources with end user for the gained
session. Universal Serial Bus (USB) ports and CD-ROM are the targeted loopholes to enter into the network that can be
disabled by the administrator by default and data sharing shall be allowed on the control node.
III. Problems faced by Network administrator
Network administrator is a responsible person to grant and restrict the control of all the possible connected devices
within the organizational network and related issues of the broadband security from the gateway onwards. The
challenges and threats faced include unauthorized access either from internal terminals, outside intruders and /or
viruses through the gateway. Detection of all the threats and denying access on the prompt is the key objective of this
paper. Following algorithms/methods are analyzed for node detection and denying the services for unauthorized
accesses.
Table –I: Methods/ Algorithms compared for better solution to Network Security
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IV. Conclusion
The proposed solution shall be represented graphically as under:

(Fig-2) Proposed Network Security Solution
The architecture shown in Fig-2 is designed to overcome the drawbacks of the algorithms applied on the network. In the
proposed solution, the network is kept hidden. The devices are positioned according to the scale of activities and
accessibility. The data packets have to pass through packet filtering bridge followed by firewall. The utility server
holds updated antivirus, tool to control network graph like multi route traffic Grapher and sniffing software. LAN
server is dedicated for client requirements. A non-routable NIC is available to keep an eye on both the servers and
routers, which are difficult to trace. This architecture performs without loss of bandwidth and high-level multicore
security with possible needs fulfilled in better way.
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